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Results Most patients showed good clinical responses after low-dose IL-2 treatment (7 out of 9). Clinical improvement was observed with SIR-4 response (6 out of 9), improved complement 3 and 4 serum level (9 out of 9) and decreased anti-ds-DNA serum level (8 out of 9). Functional profiling of CD8 T cells in low-dose IL-2 treated patients revealed increased frequencies of CEF viral peptide specific TNF-α+ and Granzyme-B+ CD8 T cells. Moreover, these patients showed stronger antigen-specific response demonstrated by an increased stimulated/non-stimulate TNF-a-producing CD8 T cells proliferation fold. Compared with HC, SLE patients showed significantly lower frequencies of CEF specific Granzyme-B producing CD8 T cell, and low-dose IL-2 significantly increased the frequency of these Granzyme-B+ CD8 T cells in SLE patients.

Conclusions Virus-specific antigen-specific CD8 T cell response could be enhanced upon this treatment which might be potentially valuable in anti-infection in SLE.
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Background and aims CD8 T cell responses to viral pathogens is crucial for the prompt resolution of acute infections. SLE patients are more likely to have infections due to long-term glucocorticoid and immunosuppressive agent intake. The present study is to evaluate the potential anti-infection effect of low-dose IL-2 in SLE patients.

Methods Peripheral blood mononuclear cells from nine refractory SLE patients and 9 health controls (HCs). The disease activities were evaluated by rheumatologist. The frequencies of T cell subsets were assayed by flow cytometry. Virus-specific CD8 T cells responses were determined based on TNF-a IFN-γ and Granzyme B producing CD8 T cells upon CMV-EBV-Flu(CEF) viral peptide pool stimulation.
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Background and aims B-cell-targeted therapies have been promising new treatments for SLE. Herein, we aimed to analyse the effects of Rituximab in lupus patients with involvement of different domains.

Methods This is an analysis of 79 lupus patients treated with rituximab at the rheumatology outpatient clinic. Patient features, previous and concomitant treatments, baseline clinical and serological characteristics, treatment response at 3 and 6 months, number of cycles, flares, infections and infusion reactions were analysed. Disease activity was assessed using SLE disease activity index (SLEDAI) and treatment response was defined according to the system involved.

Results 37 patients received Rituximab for lupus nephritis (LN), 15 for thrombocytopenia and/or autoimmune hemolytic anaemia (AIHA), 12 for arthritis, 7 for vasculitis and 8 for general activity. Majority of the patients received one or two cycles of Rituximab. The reason of further cycles was maintenance in 40.5% of patients, non-remission in 50% and flare in 9.5%. Highest complete response (CR) rate at the 6th month was within the general disease activity group followed by the arthritis group. Comparison of treatment response between classIV and V LN revealed a significantly higher number of CR in class IV at the 6th month of treatment. Comparison of SLEDAI score, steroid dose, anti-dsDNA positivity and complement levels between baseline and at the 6th month favoured treatment. There were 9 infusion reactions and 12 infections.

Conclusions Rituximab remains as a therapeutic option, especially in severe and refractory cases. Safety profile is good but infusion reactions may represent a problem.